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Abstract: Spread Spectrum is a modulation technique that transmits the original information signal on a
considerable larger bandwidth than the bandwidth (frequency contents) of the original information signal. In
Spread Spectrum the signal of specific bandwidth is spread in the frequency domain, resulting in a signal with
wider/larger bandwidth such that the new bandwidth is much larger than the original frequency spectrum.
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) is one of the fundamental techniques of the Spread Spectrum,
in which the carrier frequency does not remain fixed to the specified band of the frequency, but it changes from
one frequency to the other at every instant of time, normally it changes thousands time in a second. In FHSS
the spreading of the bandwidth is achieved by selecting different carrier frequencies for information signal with
the help of hopping sequence. Among the various FHSS advantages, one is the inherent transmission security.
In this particular paper we are taking under the consideration a proposed algorithm which results in
enhancement of the transmission security by using hopping sequence and its compliment in FHSS technology.
In this proposed algorithm 3-bit code is considered as the hopping sequence, but any other code rather than
that may be used.
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INTRODUCTION the privacy of the transmission can be achieved. Also

In Spread spectrum transmission, a signal occupies system designed to overcome a jamming situation i.e.
larger bandwidth than of minimum necessary bandwidth when an adversary be going to interrupt the
to send the information. The spreading of a band is communication.  Before  the  entry  of  SS, cordless
achieved by means of a sequence/code independent of phones were in use, but due to a variety of reasons as in
the data, while synchronized reception with the code at [1, 4-6] they become obsolete especially with the entry of
the receiver is used for dispreading and subsequent data Spread spectrum. Spread spectrum technology was first
recovery [1]. Simply, Spread Spectrum is a technique in developed for the military applications. More details on
which a signal is transmitted on a larger bandwidth than SS history are available in [7-9]. However, the SS
the bandwidth (i.e. the frequency content) of the original technology was first developed for military applications,
information. Spread spectrum has several techniques: but today its commercial applications include cellular
direct sequence (DSSS), frequency hopping (FHSS), Time telephones, cordless telephones, global positioning
hopping (THSS) and/or a hybrid of these, which can be system (GPS), wireless LANs, WPAN and Bluetooth. 
used for multiple access/functions. Main advantages of The two most common and fundamental techniques
SS includes: Anti-jamming, Anti-interference, Low of spread spectrum are direct sequence spread spectrum
Probability   of   Intercept,   CDMA,   Message   Privacy/ and frequency hopping spread spectrum, used due to
Security and High Resolution Ranging/Timing. From [2], many reasons such that: secure communications, low
using SS, the potential interference can be decreased and detection probability, low emission energy, robustness

from [3], SS system is a wireless digital communication
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and security of a medium, multiple access ability between
a number of users, decreasing the interference, noise and
anti-jamming the communication etc [10, 3]. These spread
spectrum techniques are widely in use, particularly for
Police Radar and military communications [11], while the
IEEE 802.11 wireless LAN uses these spread spectrum
techniques in the 2.4 GHz ISM band [12]. 

In FHSS, at the transmitter the carrier frequency of
the narrowband signal does not remain fixed to the
specified band of the frequency but it is changed from
one frequency to another at certain small fraction of time.
This changing of frequency appears random to the Fig: 1. Spread Spectrum procedure
unauthorized user and as only a small fraction of the
available bandwidth is used at any given instant of time,
it made a secret for the unauthorized user which is
uncertain that where in the system bandwidth the signal
is being transmitted and it is difficult for it to detect and
disturb the transmitted signal.

In FHSS systems the available frequency spectrum is
divided into a number of equal sized sub-bands or
channels and the user data is send through single channel
at a time. 

In this paper, a new technique known as CHS-FHSS Fig: 2. FHSS general layout and procedure
(Complemented Hopping Sequence - Frequency Hopping
Spread Spectrum) is described to enhance the security of
the transmission system by applying a spreading
sequence and its compliment to change the carrier
frequency and spread the narrow band information signal
over larger bandwidth. Employing the proposed technique
can provide a much stronger security system than the
already existing system. 

This paper is organized in such a way that it consist
of several sections. First section introduces SS, need of
SS, its advantages, applications, common Fig: 3. Frequency table and hopping sequences
forms/techniques and the proposed work. Section two is
the detailed overview of the Frequency Hopping Spread spreading sequence, especially for the establishment of
Spectrum (FHSS)  technique.  Section  three  covers  the secure communication. Actually SS transmission was
proposed algorithm for enhancing the security of the developed by the military in an attempt to reduce jamming
transmission, while, last section concludes the paper. and eavesdropping. It takes a digital signal or data

Related Work like random noise rather than data signal transmission
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum: Along with the using often FSK, PSK or QAM as a coding scheme [13].
clear, undistorted and noise-free transmission, it is also FHSS is one of the fundamental forms/techniques of
required that the communication must be well secure from spread spectrum. It enables or utilizes the coexistence of
interception by the unauthorized users in commercial and multiple networks and/or other device using the multiple
defense communication as well. access methods in the same area. According to the IEEE

In SS transmission, a signal occupies larger 802.11 FH PHY systems hopping takes place over 79
bandwidth than of minimum necessary bandwidth to send frequency channels in USA and Europe, while 23
the information. The spreading of bandwidth or frequency channels in Japan with 1 MHz channel spacing
generating larger bandwidth is accomplished by means  of [14]. FHSS uses multiple carrier frequencies or N number

packets of signal and expands/spread it to appear more
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of carrier frequencies for the modulation of the digital The transmitter and the receiver must use the same
information signal. In every time slot different carrier hopping sequence for recovery the original information
frequency is modulated by information signal using either on receiver side. Similarly, Fig. 4 show that when ever the
linear/sequential or random selection of carrier frequency. transmitter hops to a new frequency, it transmits a burst
The resulting bandwidth occupied by the digital of information (data). Due to the transmitter and receiver
information signal after spreading is much larger/wider synchronization, the receiver hops to the same frequency
than the original bandwidth [15]. and receive the information each time.

FHSS systems can be further classified as 1) fast
hopping: a single information bit will be spread over FHSS Transmitter and Receiver: The transmitter and
several frequency hops 2) slow hopping: several receiver of the FHSS must be synchronized to the same
information bits are transferred per frequency hop [19]. In hop sequence and other various aspects including a)
FHSS information signal packet is modulated with correlation interval synchronization, b) SS generator
different carrier frequencies using a sequence known as Synchronization and c) Carrier Synchronization to recover
a spreading/pseudo-noise sequence (code) that selects the transmitted signals on the receiver side and to
the carrier accordingly. In other word, the spreading increase the security of the transmission and also to
sequence is the list of frequencies to be used as the overcome the jamming and signal fading problems.
carrier signal, also  known  as  hopping  sequence.  This Here at transmitter side, the signal to be transmitted
sequence helps the transmitter to select the hop for appears as a digital information signal (data packets)
information signal and also enables the original signal to modulated carrier hopping from one frequency to another,
be recovered on the receiver side. The general layout and that’s why it is called FHSS, while at the receiver side, the
procedure of the FHSS is shown in Fig. 2. original signal reception is achieved by using the same

As an example, we consider eight hopping spreading sequence and the reverse of the procedure. The
frequencies as the carrier frequencies used to transmit one block diagram of simplified FHSS transmitter is shown in
packet/frame of the information  signal.  So  in  this  case, Fig. 5, which reveals that, the system consists of a base
3- bit code is needed which can generate eight different band modulator, frequency synthesizer, frequency table,
combinations to select the eight different hops from the spreading/pseudorandom sequence generator, multiplier
frequency table [15], shown in Fig. 3. and the modulator. This system works by driving a

Fig. 3 shows the possible 3-bit hopping sequences frequency synthesizer using frequency table with
and the frequency table with eight hopping frequencies. spreading sequence which results in the synthesizer
The first sequence (i.e. 100) will select the  hop  frequency hopping to the different frequencies at the different time
of 250 KHz to be used as the carrier  frequency,  second intervals and thus achieve the spreading of the signal.
will select the 300 KHz, third will select 50 KHz and so On the receiver side of the system, the received
forth. The table also reveals that each packet/frame of  the spread signal is de spread to obtain/recover the original
information signal will be transmitted in eight time slots signal. The simplified receiver block diagram is shown in
using different carrier frequencies in each time slot. The Fig. 6, which reveals that, the FH receiver consists of
amount of time required for each hop is known as dwell frequency synthesizer driven by the similar spreading
time [16]. The carrier frequency for each time slot can be sequence used at the transmitter for down converting of
shown graphically as in Fig. 4. the received signal, frequency table, spreading sequence

generator, BFP and base band demodulator. 
Hopping Sequence: Hopping sequence is used in
frequency  hopping  spread  spectrum  by  a  signal to Proposed CHS-FHSS Technique: Stated earlier that FHSS
hop to a new frequency. In FHSS we multiply FSK can be used to increase the security of the transmission
modulated  signal  with the hopping sequence so that and also handle the jamming and signal fading problems.
FSK modulated  signal should jump to the new Now to increase/enhance further the security of the
frequency. The hopping sequence can be of any size, but transmission, we propose a new algorithm known as
normally hopping sequence with long period are used Complemented Hopping Sequence-Frequency Hopping
because it does not show repetitive patterns over a short Spread Spectrum (CHS-FHSS). This technique uses a
time interval and it distribute the hop frequencies equally. hopping sequence and its compliment as the spreading
[17] Also represents several classes of hopping sequence of same bit-size to select the hop for the
sequences. incoming  information  signal  and  spread   the  spectrum
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Fig: 4. Two FHSS data packets (cycles)

Fig. 5: Simplified    block    diagram    of     FHSS Fig.  7: Complemented hopping sequences and frequency
Transmitter table

Fig: 6 Simplified block diagram of FHSS receiver Fig: 8 Data packets with & without code bits

Fig: 9. Proposed FHSS algorithm data packets (cycles)

accordingly. The proposed algorithm enhances the of hopping sequence along its compliment and other
security of the transmission. Instead of hopping sequence encoding schemes like gray code, 2’s compliment etc to
and its compliment, a system can be design on the basis accomplish   m ore   secure   transmission.   The   size  of
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Fig. 10: FHSS transmitter with Spreading Sequence and its Compliment

Fig. 11: L FHSS receiver with spreading sequence and its compliment

spreading sequence and its compliments straight for used for the odd packets) is placed at the right of the data
wardly depends upon the required level of the packet. Code bit 0 represents that this packet is hopped
transmission security.  Large  size  of  spreading using the hopping sequence straight forwardly. Similarly,
sequence will provide better security and vice versa. It is the very next or data packet 2 on the second channels is
an efficient spread spectrum modulation technique that hopped with the help of frequency synthesizer and
enhances the transmission security by assigning multiple complemented hopping sequence and a code-bit reserved
spreading sequences to the data packets of information (for example here “1” is used for the even packets) is
signal to be transmitted. The transmitter and receiver placed at the right of the data packet which represents
block diagrams for CHS-FHSS technique using two that this packet is hopped using the complemented
spreading sequences (i.e. spreading sequence and its hopping sequence. The complemented hopping sequence
compliment) are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively. and the corresponding hop selection are shown in Fig. 7.
According to the transmitter of the system, a baseband The information signal data packets: original and
modulator is followed by packet distributer which split the along the code-bits are shown as in Fig. 8 below
incoming information data packets in even (2, 4, 6…) and After hopping and placing the code-bit along each
odd (1, 3, 5…) number data packets consequently and data packet, the new data packets are recollected and
place them on two separate channels. At first, the data recombined with the help of packet collector and placed
packet 1 placed on one of the two channels is hopped all these packets on a single channel in the similar order as
with the help of frequency synthesizer and hopping these packets were before splitting. After recombining the
sequence and a code-bit reserved (for example here “0” is data  packets on  single channel, a band pass filter is used
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to purify the information signal before transmitting. The CHS-FHSS is a major improvement over simple FHSS
proposed FHSS algorithm data packets (cycles) diagram system and is the best technology choice for future
is shown in Fig. 9 which clearly indicate that this secure transmission of information.
algorithm enhances the security of the transmission. 
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